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FOREWORD BY
THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT
OF THE REPUBLIC OF
SOUTH AFRICA AND
CHAIRPERSON OF THE
HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

We present to you the 2019/20 Annual Report of the
Human Resource Development Council (HRDC) of
South Africa. This report provides progress made by the
Council and its governance structures, supported by the
HRDC Secretariat.
This annual report is presented as we are in the middle
of the unfolding developments that have us all engaged
in various activities as we navigate the country out of the
current Covid-19 global pandemic.

We look forward to leveraging the experiences and
insights of the different constituencies of the new
members during their five-year term, and trust that they
will assist government in the endeavour to lower
joblessness and grow the economy.

The Covid-19 pandemic has also provided an opportunity
for us to accelerate the development of skills and
training that are innovation-led, entrepreneurial-focused
and technologically advanced.

We thank the previous Council members for providing
their expertise and dedicating their time to serving the
people of South Africa. The project of nation-building is
made a reality by this kind of contribution.

The pandemic also represents a new knowledge economy
that demands new capabilities, and so-called e-skills to
adequately build a capable state and an inclusive economy
to fight poverty and inequality.

Among the achievements during this financial year was
the successful partnering with the National Planning
Commission, Department of Planning, Monitoring and
Evaluation, Public Service Commission and the University
of Johannesburg in hosting the colloquium on the National
Development Plan (NDP) review on 26 and 27 July 2019
at the University of Johannesburg.

We hope and believe that the new members of the
Council who were approved by Cabinet in December
2019 will play their part in adequately responding to the
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21st Century demands for a workforce that transcends
academic disciplines and artificial distinctions between
the soft and hard sciences, while also bridging the divides
between theory and knowledge.
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The Covid-19 pandemic has also provided an opportunity
for us to accelerate the development of skills and training
that are innovation-led, entrepreneurial-focused and
technologically advanced.

This brought together crucial stakeholders to forge a path
to a social compact to accelerate the implementation of
the NDP. The colloquium was successful in ensuring the
exchange of ideas on priorities to achieve the objectives
of the NDP, and to make recommendations towards the
realisation of a developmental state in South Africa.
My thanks and appreciation go to the two deputy
chairpersons of the Council, Ms Nolitha Fakude and
Mr Bheki Ntshalintshali, for the support they have given
the Chair of the HRD Council in driving the affairs of the
Council.
Finally, I thank Dr Blade Nzimande, in his capacity as
Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation,
whose Ministry provides leadership to the HRD Council
Secretariat, for his support and for leading the work of the
HRDC Secretariat with passion. Under the leadership of
the Minister, we have begun to see the benefits of merging
science and innovation to higher education as a driver the
development of critical skills for the future.

We have a mammoth task as the Council to recalibrate
and ensure the achievement of the goals of the Human
Resources Development Strategy, which include
engendering a developmental and capable state with
effective and efficient planning and implementation
capabilities, and facilitating improved research and
technological innovation outcomes.
Learning is a lifelong enterprise, so let us forge ahead and
create a skills revolution.

MR DAVID DABEDE MABUZA, MP
Deputy President of the Republic
of South Africa
Chairperson of the Human Resource
Development Council

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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FOREWORD BY
THE MINISTER OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, SCIENCE
AND INNOVATION

This annual report provides an opportunity to reflect
on the significance of skills development in our country
and the contribution that the HRDC has made in the
blockages to human resource development. Through the
contribution of its substructures, the HRDC has made an
impact on economic growth and sustainable development
through skills, for the benefit of our people. This is evident
in the work done by the standing committees and the
Champions.
I am pleased to share some of the highlights and
achievements of the HRDC for the reporting period
(2019/20).
Through its Secretariat, the HRDC strengthened its
monitoring of the implementation of the recommendations
made by the Council to the lead departments and agencies.
An example of this was the South African International
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Maritime Institute conference, which was held in Durban
in October 2019, in which the HRDC participated.
In addition, it coordinated the efforts of government
departments and social partners in the implementation
of the Human Resource Development Strategy Towards
2030, an achievement made possible by the continuing
partnerships of business, labour, academia, and private
and public sectors, including civil society.
The number of artisans qualifying has increased from
fewer than 10 000 in 2010 to 24 049 in the 2019/20
financial year at a pass rate of 70%. This exceeds the
annual target of the HRD Strategy Towards 2030 of
producing 24 000 artisans, with a pass rate of 65%.
This shows that the implementing agencies are working
tirelessly to implement the strategic goals of the strategy.
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The HRDC’s participation in the Public Sector Trainers’ Forum of the
National School of Government has yielded positive results, contributing
to the public sector working together towards a common human
resource development goal.

The HRDC’s participation in the Public Sector Trainers’
Forum of the National School of Government has
yielded positive results, contributing to the public sector
working together towards a common human resource
development goal.
The recommendation of and appointment by Cabinet
of the new HRDC members went smoothly. The new
members will undoubtedly be a great asset to the Council,
as were their predecessors. I thank the previous members
and look forward to working with the new appointees.

The contribution of HRDC Chairperson, Honourable
Deputy President David Mabuza, has been invaluable.
I am grateful also to the Head of Secretariat, Ms Brenda
Ntombela and all HRDC staff, who drive the HRD Council
through their technical support and ongoing commitment.

DR BE NZIMANDE, MP
Minister of Higher Education,
Science and Innovation

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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OVERVIEW BY
THE HEAD OF SECRETARIAT

During the 2019/20 financial year, the HRDC Secretariat
continued to achieve significantly positive outcomes.
It also extended its wings further than usual, being invited
to and attending a number of important forums where it
presented its work to enhance learning by others. These
activities have enabled the Secretariat to achieve the
objectives of the Human Resource Development Strategy
Towards 2030.
In May 2019, the Secretariat was invited to the Botswana
Human Resource Development Council’s first biennial
human resource development conference. There,
I delivered a presentation titled ‘Relevant education
and skills for employability’. We also participated in the
accompanying exhibitions.
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Another accomplishment was the successful appointment
of new Council members, as has been mentioned by the
Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson. We are looking
forward to providing the members with the usual support
and services, and to making their stay as comfortable as
possible.
As usual, every two years, the HRD Council hosts a
summit. The main objective of the fourth HRDC Summit
2020 was to align the previous summits’ deliberations with
the outcomes of the HRD Strategy Towards 2030. The
mandate of the Summit Committee is to transform the
recommendations of the summit into tangible deliverables.
Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 lockdown, planning for
the summit due to take place in May 2020 was placed on
hold. The summit will be staged later in the 2020/21 year.
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The Secretariat team performed well this year, enabling
the Council to reach, and sometimes surpass, its 2019/20 Annual
Operational Plan objectives. My heartfelt thanks go to each
member of the team for this achievement.

The HRD Provincial Coordination Forum, which I chair,
continues to coordinate, align and integrate human
resource development implementation plans and
activities with provincial growth and development plans.
At this forum, the Secretariat continues to encourage
provinces to form their own HRD provincial councils, to be
chaired by premiers, to tackle their unique challenges and
report on provincial implementation of the HRD Strategy
Towards 2030 at a provincial level.
My gratitude goes to Minister of Higher Education,
Science and Innovation, Dr Blade Nzimande, for his
leadership and guidance in managing the affairs of the
Secretariat. To the previous members of the Council, we
are indebted to you for your vital role in supporting the
vision and mission of the Council. I acknowledge, too,

the crucial role of the National Skills Fund (NSF), without
whose funds none of the activities detailed in this annual
report would have been possible.
The Secretariat team performed well this year, enabling
the Council to reach, and sometimes surpass, its 2019/20
Annual Operational Plan objectives. My heartfelt thanks
go to each member of the team for this achievement.

MS BRENDA B NTOMBELA
Head of Secretariat

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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STRATEGIC
OVERVIEW
Since the HRDC was established in 2010, various new government priorities
and plans have been launched, including the National Development Plan (NDP),
which sets out government’s long term priorities and plans, and frames government’s
priority areas outlined in the Medium-term Strategic Framework.

Several significant human resource development
initiatives have taken place in recent years, with varied
impact on the country’s human resource base. All these
have been underpinned by equity, access and redress,
supported by the principles of lifelong learning and the
validation of all forms of learning.

Vision

The HRDC makes a valuable contribution to developing
South Africa’s most strategic resource, its people, for
social and economic benefit. The Council has become
the engine to strategise on the NDP goals to overcome
unemployment, poverty and inequality.

•	Advise government on the HRD Strategy and its
priorities;
•	Identify blockages, provide solutions to unblock these
blockages and monitor the implementation thereof;
•	Coordinate the efforts of government departments and
social partners in the implementation of the strategy;
•	Monitor and report on the implementation of the
strategy;
•	Evaluate the impact of the strategy against agreed
indicators.

It sees that the pieces of legislation in the education
and training ecosystem function together as part of the
coherent and comprehensive HRD policy framework.
This ensures that education and training legislation is
responsive to new socio-economic development and
realities, and that any blockages are removed through
engagement with relevant stakeholders.
The HRDC is a national, multi-tiered and multi-sectoral
advisory body, which comprises representation
from government, civil society, organised business,
organised labour, professional bodies, higher education
institutions and research institutions. It is chaired by the
Deputy President to facilitate optimal participation of all
stakeholders in the planning, stewardship, monitoring and
evaluation of HRD activities in the country.
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Mission
The HRDC seeks to:

Aims
•	To develop institutional synergies for an integrated
HRD Strategy to stimulate a culture of training and
lifelong learning at individual, organisational and
national levels of employability.
•	To increase productivity and the human resource
development needed to successfully transform the
South African economy into a knowledge economy.
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Objectives
The HRDC is explicitly committed to contribute to the
attainment of the following national goals:
•	
To urgently and substantively reduce the scourges of
poverty, inequality and unemployment in South Africa;
•	To promote justice and social cohesion through
improved equity in the provision and outcomes of
education and skills development programmes;
•	To substantively improve national economic growth and
development through the improved competitiveness
of the South African economy.

HRD Strategy Towards 2030
The Council has defined its core goals and developed five
interrelated and interdependent programmes to address
the key priorities.

Programmes and Strategic Objectives
Programme 1: Foundation education with science,
technology, engineering, maths, language and
life orientation skills
Strategic Objective 1.1: Enrolment and performanceimproved
participation
in
science,
technology,
engineering, maths and language.
Strategic Objective 1.2: Achieve universal access to early
childhood development.
Programme 2: TVET and the rest of the
college system
Strategic Objective 2.1: Improve the supply of technical
and vocational education and training (TVET) and
intermediate level occupations that are in high demand.
Strategic Objective 2.2: Build strong linkages and
relationships with employers in the delivery of priority
programmes.
Strategic Objective 2.3: Ensure that young, unemployed
people participate in technical and vocational training
programmes that assist them to enter the labour market.
Strategic Objective 2.4: Provide support and advice to
learners (student support services) for vocational and
continuing education and training.

Programme 3: Higher education and training,
research and innovation
Strategic Objective 3.1: Improve the quantity and capacity
of university academics and improve the equity profile of
the academic workforce.
Strategic Objective 3.2: Increase the number of statesupported postgraduate students and improve the equity
profile of this postgraduate student group.
Strategic Objective 3.3: Improve the supply of higher
education-level occupations that are in high demand,
including professionals, and increase access to high-level
occupationally directed programmes in needed areas.
Strategic Objective 3.4: Establish partnerships to enable
research and innovation and conversion thereof into
commercially viable products, processes services.
Strategic Objective 3.5: Providing schools, TVET and
community colleges with appropriately qualified teachers
and programmes to support their continuing professional
development.
Strategic Objective 3.6: Develop skills for the green economy.
Programme 4: Skills for the transformed society and
the economy using the workplace as a platform
Strategic Objective 4.1: Ensure that the demand for skills
is researched, documented and communicated effectively
to enable improved supply and demand.
Strategic Objective 4.2: Put in place a skills system that
is effective in brokering partnerships to address priority
skills needs in the economy.
Strategic Objective 4.3: Improve skills profile of small,
medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs), the informal
trade sector, rural and township enterprises, women,
people with disabilities and those not in education,
employment or training.
Strategic Objective 4.4: Improve the skills profile of
the employed workforce to enable greater levels of
productivity and adaptability to the changing needs of the
labour market.
Programme 5: Developmental/capable state
Strategic Objective 5.1: Establish partnerships to ensure
the supply of quality management and specialist personnel
for public service (and for state-owned companies).
Strategic Objective 5.2: Expand the provision of workplace
training in priority skills needs.
Strategic Objective 5.3: Expand the capacity of the state
to drive economic and industrial development.

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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SITUATIONAL
ANALYSIS
The HRDC was established in March 2010 to strengthen human resources in South Africa
by focusing on economic and social demands and skills development.

To this end, it became the author and remains the custodian
of the Human Resource Development Strategy Towards
2030, whose aim is to build the human capacity the South
African economy needs to be globally competitive and to
perform optimally.
The strategy, refined, revised and approved by Cabinet
on 21 June 2017 to accommodate changing market
conditions and the skills demands of the digital era, is
linked to the human resource development pillar of the
NDP, supporting inclusive growth and development,
expanding employment and improving absorption levels
in the economy, and providing a coordinated framework
to enable development of skills and knowledge.
In crafting the strategy, the HRDC formulated the five
programmes mentioned above as vehicles to realise
the 2030 goal. The programmes address key priorities
and are inter-related and interdependent. The Council
identifies which stakeholders and role-players are
needed to overcome identified blockages, to monitor the
extent to which progress is being made to resolve these
blockages and to understand the impact these changes
have on the overall system. It has the ability to remove
implementation in silos and support integrated planning
and implementation.
The strategy’s programmes have yielded encouraging
results over the years.
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An assessment undertaken in 2015 found that early
childhood development (ECD) has been expanded
and Grade R enrolments increased. Improved equity
in learning outcomes was noted and an increase in the
percentage of learners achieving more than 60% in
physical science and maths.
TVET and college enrolment increased from 345 566 in
2010 to 709 000 in 2014 and TVET intake alone reached
657 133 by 2018. The National Student Financial Aid
Scheme (NSFAS) has stepped up its funding of students
in colleges and it allocated R14.1 million in 2017.
Progress was also evident in artisan numbers, with the
number of artisans qualifying having increased from
fewer than 10 000 in 2010 to more than 18 000 in 2014.
That number had reached around 24 000 in 2019/20.
The sector education and training authorities (SETAs),
too, continue to play a growing role in skills development.
Some 177 477 learners were certificated for SETAsupported learning programmes during the 2017/18
financial year, with 57.3% (101 711) certificates awarded
to workers and 42.7% (75 766) awarded to unemployed
learners.
In its 10 years, the HRDC has achieved much as owner of
the HRD Strategy Towards 2030, the strategy itself chief
among these.
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The revised strategy, launched in 2018, put youth,
women and people from rural areas at the centre of skills
revolution efforts. The strategy sets out clear roles for
government, organised labour, business and community
in the development of skills that will match the needs of
the economy and society.
It addresses the increasing competition in the global
economy, while addressing inequality and reducing
poverty in South Africa. It addresses the urgent need for
large-scale employment, especially for young people and
women, and seeks to strengthen and expand the number
of TVET colleges and improve the profile of TVET
colleges and qualifications in technical skills.
In facilitating an education-conducive society, the HRDC
has staged three successful summits drawing together
decision-makers and stakeholders from the human
resources and training sector. The inaugural summit was
held in 2014 with the theme ‘Unearthing South Africa’s
potential for growth and development’.

The 2018 summit followed with the
theme ‘Partnerships that will revitalise
work and learning for the 21st Century’,
which underlined the Council’s efforts to
build a platform for effective partnerships
between post-school education and training
institutions and industries.
As is noted in this report, the fourth summit, scheduled
for May 2020, became a victim of Covid-19, but planning
is well underway and a date for the event will be finalised
shortly.
The report details several other achievements recorded
against the strategy. Among these are the setting up of
standing committees for worker education, mathematics
and science and summit content, and the finalisation of
human resources councils in almost all provinces.

The second summit, held in 2016, sought to increase social
partner participation through the theme ‘Partnerships for
skills – a call to action’.

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURES
The HRDC as a national advisory body under the leadership and
stewardship of the Deputy President and managed by the Minister of Higher
Education, Science and Innovation. Membership is based on five-year tenure,
and representatives include government ministers, senior business leaders,
organised labour, academia and civil society.

The governance structures of the HRDC
consist of the following:

3. Champions
4. HRD Provincial Coordination Forum (HRDPCF)
5. Secretariat

1. Plenary
2. Executive Committee (Exco)

HRDC Structures

HRD
Council

HRDC
Secretariat
managed by
DHET

HRD Provincial
Coordination
Forum
nine
provinces

Executive
Committee
Exco

Standing
committees
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Plenary
The plenary is the highest-level leadership of the
HRDC and is chaired by the Deputy President of South
Africa. In the absence of the Chairperson, one of two
deputy chairpersons presides over the meeting. Four
meetings are held annually. The plenary comprises
representatives of government and its departments,
organised business, civil society, higher education, the
research community, professional bodies, organised
labour and coopted members.
All members are appointed by the Deputy President
in consultation with the Minister of Higher Education,
Science and Innovation.

Council members
Twenty-eight Council member names were approved by
Cabinet on 3 December 2019 for a five-year term from
2019 to 2024.

Role of the Council
The role of the HRDC includes:
•	Advising government on the need for and
implementation of human resource development
policies and strategies.
•	Focusing on the needs of the economy and engaging
with wider socio-economic issues, including poverty
and social inclusion, to address socio-economic
challenges relating to HRD.
•	Supporting the NDP and Industrial Policy Action Plan
to achieve inclusive growth and development.
•	
Providing a medium for constant dialogue and
consensus-building among stakeholders on HRD
matters.
•	Examining the entire HRD system to identify skills

blockages and recommending appropriate solutions to
unblock them; and identifying primary implementation
partners (institutional structures and leaders} to
implement the proposed solutions.
•	Ensuring
the
production
of
skills
for
growth and development.
•	Commissioning HRD research.
•	Encouraging organised business, civil society,
government and organised labour to invest in
education and training and science and technology,
and to take full responsibility for HRD issues in their
areas of competency and to address national HRD
priorities in a more coordinated and targeted way.
•	Promoting knowledge management and benchmarking
at enterprise and national levels to improve the
effectiveness of human resource development.
•	Overseeing continual monitoring and evaluation
of all aspects of the HRD Strategy to be
implemented by project owners.
•	
Leading an effective programme of advocacy and
communication to build support and gain buy-in for
strategy objectives and to ensure effective feedback
from and consultation with stakeholders.

Exco Members
Role of Exco
The primary function of Exco is to oversee and monitor
the execution of Council decisions. It consists of
12 members selected from Council members and is
chaired by one of the Council deputy chairpersons.
Exco carries out its mandate according to priority areas
identified in the Human Resource Development Policy
framework. It reports to and is directly accountable to
the plenary.
Exco members will be appointed at the first HRDC
meeting, which will be held in the next financial year.

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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Champions

HRD Provincial
Coordination Forum

Role of Champions
Champions are respected people from any constituency
of the Council who have influence, social standing and the
ability to create buy-in for the Council’s work.
Champions:
•	
Can also be members of the Council.
•	
Are nominated by the Council in line with their field
of expertise to become champions of individual
programmes of the HRD Strategy Towards 2030.
•	
Understand the work area and are able to explain the
challenges and how they will be addressed.
•	
Are a link from Council to Exco, standing committees
and external stakeholders relevant to their work, and
represent the interests of their specific priority in the
Council.
•	
Attend all meetings of the Council and Exco.

The HRDPCF was established by Exco as a two-way
information-sharing forum. At this forum, provinces
provide reports on their implementation of the HRD
Strategy Towards 2030.

HRDPCF Members
This forum is chaired by the Head of Secretariat, supported
by Secretariat staff members. All nine provinces and the
implementing departments are represented. These are
the departments of Higher Education and Training, Basic
Education, Science and Technology, Public Service and
Administration, and Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation.
Provincial Public Service Commissioners also form part
of the forum.

Champions of the HRD Strategy will be appointed at the
first HRDC meeting, which will be held in the next financial
year.

HRDPCF members
Mr H Luiters (Eastern Cape)

Mr S Bahula (North West)
Mr F Vutela (North West)

Ms TL Kabane (Free State)

Ms E Sheldon (Western Cape)

Ms Jo van Zyl (Free State)

Ms S Okkers (Western Cape)

Ms L Phehla (Gauteng)

Dr S Taylor (Department of Basic Education – DBE)

Mr O Motsage (Gauteng)
Mr F Safla (KwaZulu-Natal)

Mr D Sibande (DHET)

Ms N Madonda (KwaZulu-Natal)
Ms C Peters (KwaZulu-Natal)
Ms V Selala (Limpopo)

Ms L Madhlophe (Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation – DPME)

Ms S Motsoeneng (Limpopo)
Ms V Francis (Mpumalanga)

Ms L Lentsoane (The Presidency)

Mr D Jacobs (Mpumalanga)

Mr Z Khuzwayo (Department of Public Service and Administration – DPSA)
Mr T Senona (DPSA)
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Mr J Kale (Northern Cape)

Ms R Msiza (Department of Science and Innovation – DSI)

Ms P Limapi (Northern Cape)

Dr V Malele (DSI)
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HRDC Secretariat
The Secretariat carries out its strategic, technical,
administrative and logistical functions as directed by the
plenary, the Chairperson and the Deputy Chairperson of
the Council. The Secretariat is accountable to the plenary
and DHET.

The three key performance units under the
Secretariat are:
1. Administration, Coordination and Communication
2. Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation and Reporting
3.	Policy, Research, Information Systems and Special
Projects

HRDC Secretariat staff members
Fulltime

Seconded

Ms Brenda Ntombela

Ms Lerato Lentsoane (Presidency)

Ms Cynthia Pilane

Ms Rose Msiza (DSI)

Ms Blondie Chabani

Ms Angie Ontong (the Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition – the dtic)

Ms Lineo Ramataboe

Mr Thulare Senona (DPSA)

Dr Rodney Manyike

Ms Lulu Madhlophe (DPME)

Ms Bathabile Mokubung

Ms Mogomotsi Ramasela (DBE)

Mr Michael Radzilani
Mr Samkelo Mehlala
Mr Lesley Makhubele
Ms Margret Molefe
Ms Mashadi Ramakgapola
Ms Dimakatso Sebiloane
Mr Sydney Mhlongo
Ms Bernice Khumalo

Interns
Mr Thapelo Boshomane
Ms Nthabiseng Mohlanga
Ms Lerato Tsatsimpe
Ms Anele Caluza
Ms Lerato Makgato

Standing Committees
In the past financial year, the Council enlisted additional
expertise by setting up standing committees, namely;
Worker Education, Mathematics and Science, and
Summit Content. The committees are accountable to the
Council.
The standing committees provide expert advice and carry
out the decisions of the Council on the following:

•	Education, training and skills development.
•	Research, monitoring and surveillance of job/labour
market trends.
•	Communications.
•	Any other areas directed by the Exco through the
Secretariat or vice versa.
Their composition depends on the nature and scope of
the work to be undertaken and is recommended by Exco
and the Council.

HRDC ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
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Mathematics and Science
Standing Committee
Problem identification and
aims/mandate
The Mathematics and Science Standing Committee
(MSSC) addresses challenges and opportunities in STEM
(science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
disciplines, with a particular focus on mathematics and
science, at both basic and higher education levels.
The MSSC works with the already established STEM
educational initiatives and makes additional, higher-level
recommendations to government.

Committee composition
The committee is composed of representatives from key
role-players in the South African education and STEM
sectors.

Report on maths and science
teacher education produced and
stakeholder relationships
The MSSC is condensing all available reports on maths
and science teacher education into one for submission to
the HRDC.
Workshops for maths were held, and a writing retreat was
held from 19 to 21 August 2019 for members of the HRDC
MSSC and Primary Teacher Education Project (PrimTEd).
Science pre-service workshops to finalise the report took
place on 11 and 12 July 2019 at University of KwaZuluNatal Edgewood Campus and on 23 and 24 August at
the University of South Africa (Unisa) Pretoria Campus.
Among those who attended were science stakeholders
from tertiary institutions. In addition, science preservice teacher education workshops were completed
in August 2019 and the draft report sent to universities
and policymakers. Comments received are being
incorporated into the document and more research on inservice teacher education is being conducted to complete
the report. Collaboration between the HRDC maths team
and PrimTEd since April 2019 resulted in a consolidated
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report titled ‘Mathematical knowledge and practice
standards: Mathematics for prospective foundation phase
and intermediate phase teachers’, which was presented
at both the 2019 Mathematics and Science Education
Communities of Practice (CoP) on 2 and 3 October and
the PrimTEd annual national dialogue in Johannesburg
on 17 and 18 October.
CoP is a forum to consolidate existing relations and create
new ones as it brings together researchers, policymakers
and other actors involved in maths and science education
in South Africa. The discussions and resolutions that took
place at the CoP will shape the way forward for the inservice teacher education workshops for both maths and
science.
PrimTEd’s dialogue demonstrates the collaborations
forged by the MSSC, particularly in primary maths
education.

Summit Content
Standing Committee
Problem identification and
aims/mandate
The Summit Content Standing Committee (SCSC) was
established to align the findings and recommendations of
the past two summits with the goals of the HRD Strategy
Towards 2030. It also has to evaluate the outcomes,
successes and challenges of the two previous summits.

Committee composition
The committee comprises representatives from key
role-players in the South African education and training
system.

Areas explored
Conceptual framework for the work of the SCSC
The conceptual framework based on HRD Strategy
Towards 2030 outcomes has been developed and is
informing work of the thematic committee.
The DPSA will present at the fourth HRDC summit
on building a capable developmental state, which is
Outcome 5 of the HRD Strategy Towards 2030.
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HRD Strategy Towards 2030 priorities
The SCSC decided that in building content for the summit,
it was important to look at recommendations made in
previous summits. These recommendations were worked
through to establish what has been done and a document
prepared outlining progress made on each HRD Strategy
outcome.
The priority areas for the foundation task team were
drawn from the concept document. Engagement with
the National Education Collaboration Trust (NECT) has
been ongoing and a workshop has taken place to identify
priorities to inform the content of social compacts.
The concept note was developed by the skills task
team and presented at the Deutsche Gesellsshaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) Unconference. It
has since been revised based on feedback and will be
presented to the HRD Council. The social compacts
envisaged will be based on the content of the concept
document.

Active stakeholder engagement
The SCSC was a co-host of the GIZ ‘Unconference’,
having contributed to its content development. A meeting
was held by GIZ on 2 October 2019 to solidify the approach
for the Unconference and the SCSC again met with GIZ
after the event, on 25 November 2019, to reflect on its
outputs and the way forward. The SCSC will continue to
engage with GIZ, which will be involved in the summit.

Meeting/events logistics management
The SCSC met on 25 October 2019 and on 5 February
2020 to reflect on the progress of the task teams so far
and to map a way forward for the summit.
Following the meeting with NECT, the latter
convened a workshop with various stakeholders
on 28 October 2019. Further engagement will take
place with NECT to finalise which priority areas will be
earmarked for social compacts.

Preparations for the fourth HRDC summit are underway.
The theme ‘Skills required for the 21st Century’ will focus
on skills required by the economy and on communication,
collaboration, critical thinking and creativity. The summit
will seek to determine what South Africa needs to do to
ensure that learners develop skills for the 21st Century,
and how to build foundational knowledge that learners
require, the technical skills required by new technology
and skills to succeed in a changing workplace.
The objective of the summit is to align summit deliberations
with the outcomes of the HRD Strategy Towards 2030.
There are three focus areas:
•	Building the foundation for a transformed economy
and society (Programme 1).
•	Building the skills for a transformed economy and
society (programmes 2,3 and 4).
•	Building a capable developmental state (Programme 5).

Worker Education
Standing Committee
Problem identification and
aims/mandate
The Worker Education Standing Committee (WESC) was
established to implement the recommendations of the
Worker Education Technical Task Team. The focuses of
the committee are:
•	To conduct a needs analysis and skills audit research
on worker education in South Africa.
•	To develop a one- to five-year strategic framework for
the implementation of worker education programmes.
•	To develop a funding model for the worker education
programme and monitor its implementation, making
further recommendations with time.

Committee composition
The committee is composed of representatives from key
role-players in the South African labour movement, labour
service organisations and statutory bodies.

The skills task team met on 25 October 2019, following
a process based on demand-led training. The task team
will meet monthly to refine the process and to guide the
process leading to the summit
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PERFORMANCE
OVERVIEW
Organisational Performance
and Strategic Impacts
During the 2019/20 financial year, the HRDC Secretariat
convened several HRDPCF meetings. Provinces
submitted reports to the Secretariat for analysis, which
was presented at the HRDPCF meetings.

It also held quarterly performance review sessions based
on the approved annual operational plan.

HRDPCF meetings
Meetings were held and hosted by three provinces.
All provinces presented their progress reports and
additional presenters were invited to present to the
committee as follows:

Presenter

Title of Presentation

Date

Eastern Cape Province
(hosted by Gauteng)
Mr H Luiters

Progress on highlights from Eastern Cape Province

4 April 2019

Mr J Komane

Candidacy programme – Council for Built Environment

Ms O Nyewe

HRDC Monitoring and Evaluation Framework – reporting template

Free State Province
Mr JB Mthembu

Free State progress on the five-point plan

Mr M Ngubane

Standardisation of stipends by DHET

KwaZulu-Natal Province
Dr T Twalo

Commercialisation and beneficiation of cannabis

Mr Z Khuzwayo

Revised Public Service Strategic Framework by DPSA

Ms B Chabani

Preparation for the fourth HRDC summit

4 October 2019

3 December 2019
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HRDC
PROGRAMMES
HRDC Secretariat
Programmes Performance
The following are highlights of the work done by the HRDC
Secretariat against the operational plans for 2019/20:
•	
Participated as an exhibitor and presenter at the
Botswana HRDC Summit held on 23 and 24 May 2019
in Gaborone, Botswana. The HRDC stall was the most
visited exhibition. A presentation made on ‘Relevant
education and skills for employability’ was very well
received by delegates.
•	
The Secretariat also exhibited at the NDP Review
Colloquium, at the Institute of People Management
Conference from 20 to 23 October 2019 at Sun City,
Rustenburg, and at the Consumer Goods Council
of South Africa on 6 November 2019 in Bryanston,
Johannesburg. The HRDC stalls were well visited and
delegates were very keen to know more about the
HRDC.
•	
A generic advert was aired in June and July 2019
on different SABC radio stations – SAfm, Umhlobo
Wenene FM and Metro FM. A full colour A4-page
advertorial profiling the HRDC appeared in the 13th
edition of the Pan African Parliament published at the
end of September 2019. Also printed was the content
of the HRDC Z-card setting out the Council’s aims,
objectives, vision, mission and structures.
•	
Database of proposed HRD Council members
was developed and prepared for Cabinet approval.
Approval was granted on 3 December 2019.
•	
Three HRDPCF meetings were held, on 2 April,
4 October and 3 December 2019.
•	
The second draft of the Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework was drafted and workshopped at the
HRDPCF meeting of 4 April 2020. One-on-one
consultations were then held with DBE, DHET
[TVET colleges, universities, the National Artisan
Development Support Centre (Indlela), and planning
and skills branches], DSI, the Trade, Industry and
Competition (the dtic) and with the following provinces:
KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo, Gauteng, Western Cape
and Mpumalanga.
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•	
Copies of the 2018/19 annual report were produced,
distributed to all stakeholders and handed out at
exhibitions.
•	
Attended preparation and content meetings for
the NDP Colloquium (engagement with DPME,
Public Sector Commission (PSC) and University
of Johannesburg) held on 26 and 27 July 2019 at
University of Johannesburg. The main objective
was to bring together critical stakeholders to forge
a social compact to accelerate the implementation
of the NDP. The colloquium provided a platform to
exchange ideas on NDP and developmental stage
priorities towards achievements of the NDP as well
as to identify recommendations towards realising the
developmental state in South Africa. Key issues that
emerged included:
– A capable and ethical developmental state, as
stated in Chapter 13 of the NDP, underpinned
by leadership, accountability and systems, and
addressing the triple challenges of poverty,
inequality and unemployment is one of the seven
priorities of the sixth administration. The principle
of a developmental state is that it must have a
plan, and the National Planning Commission
(NPC) is vital to ensure there is a plan and that it
is implemented.
– The developmental state must address the
configuration of the state to implement the NDP.
The NPC meeting once or twice a month will not
ensure proper implementation of the NDP.
– The developmental state requires practical solutions
and a competent public service.
– The PSC must consider whether appointing
senior management should be placed with the
Head of Public Service or the PSC.
– The fact that municipalities suffer due to politics
raises the question of whether appointments for
senior management in government should be
done by the PSC. How does government adapt by
breaking institutional traditions?
– Whether the government is properly organised or
not, the NPC should refer to the original proposals
of how it should be structured and institutionalised.
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–

DPME has capacity to ensure a developmental
state, but there is a lack of coordination, on which
the NPC must reflect.
– The NDP cannot be successfully implemented
without proper coordination with government.
Policies should be reviewed and gaps filled, for
example social policy and economic policy.
•	
Quarterly and mid-term review sessions were held to
report on the implementation of the HRDC Secretariat’s
annual and operational plans. The first quarter, the
second quarter and mid-term reviews were held on
11 October 2019, with the third quarter review held on
24 January 2020.
•	
The annual planning session for the 2020/21 financial
year, during which the HRDC Secretariat Annual
Operational Plan was revised, was held on 10 March
2020. The operational plan has been approved by the
Minister.

•	
Policy analysis conducted on the announcement by the
President for the extension period on certified documents
for public sector job applications. This is directly linked
to Programme 5 of the HRD Strategy Towards 2030,
which focuses on the state playing a transformative
role to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality. This is
a positive move as it will correct historical inequalities
and generate opportunities for citizens that will result in
a transformed and developed state.
•	
Copies were produced and distributed to stakeholders
of the research ‘The nature and extent of post-school
education institutions and industry partnerships’. The
study reveals that partnerships are necessary in any
society to address challenges, provide support to
institutions and industry and facilitate knowledge transfer
through innovative approaches to skills development that
lead to the absorption of new graduates in industry. Most
partnerships between education institutions and industry
are formal, as there are policies, procedures and guiding
frameworks such as memoranda of understanding
(MoUs) in place and engagements occur at meetings,
seminars or workshops.

2019/20 Annual Overall Results per Programme
Results achieved
Name of
programme

Percentage

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Overall

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Overall

Planning,
Monitoring,
Evaluation and
Reporting

Planned 7
Achieved 5

Planned 5
Achieved 3

Planned 4
Achieved 3

Planned 6
Achieved 6

Planned 22
Achieved 17

71%

60%

75%

100% 72%

Administration,
Coordination and
Communication

Planned 9
Achieved 8

Planned 9
Achieved 8

Planned 9
Achieved 9

Planned 9
Achieved 9

Planned 36
Achieved 34

89%

89%

100%

100% 94%

Policy, Research
and Information
Systems

Planned 4
Achieved 1

Planned 5
Achieved 2

Planned 5
Achieved 3

Planned 7
Achieved 7

Planned 21
Achieved 13

25%

40%

60%

100% 62%

Summit Content
Standing
Committee

Planned 6
Achieved 4

Planned 4
Achieved 1

Planned 4
Achieved 2

Planned 4
Achieved 1

Planned 18
Achieved 8

67%

25%

50%

25%

44%

Maths and
Science
Standing
Committee

Planned 7
Achieved 4

Planned 7
Achieved 3

Planned 7
Achieved 5

Planned 2
Achieved 0

Planned 23
Achieved 12

57%

43%

71%

–

48%

Overall
Secretariat
Performance

Planned 33
Achieved 22

Planned 30
Achieved 17

Planned 29
Achieved 22

Planned 28
Achieved 23

Planned 113
Achieved 81

62%

51%

71%

81%

72%
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Implementation of
HRD Strategy Towards 2030
Progress of lead departments
DBE
Number of learners passing with admission to
bachelor degrees
A total of 617 429 full-time candidates sat for the
2019 National Senior Certificate (NSC) examinations:
504 303 fulltime and 106 385 part-time candidates. Of
the fulltime candidates, 186 058 (36.9%) candidates
achieved a bachelor pass rate. Of the total, 222 034
wrote mathematics and 77 571 (35.0%) achieved a pass
rate of 40% or above. Some 164 478 learners wrote
physical science and 85 034 (51.4%) achieved a pass
rate of 40% or above. A total of 301 037 learners wrote
life science, 147 436 (49.0%) of whom achieved a pass
rate of 40% or above. The achievements of the class of
2019 confirm that the standard and quality of the South
African examinations system are improving annually
and stabilising. The DBE reached its 2020 target of
182 889 during this reporting period.
Below is the breakdown of learners who passed
technology:
•	
582 wrote civil technology (civil services), 566 (97.3%)
of whom scored 30% or above.
•	
3 492 wrote civil technology (construction), 3 492 (98.5%)
of whom scored 30% or above.
• 1 946 wrote civil technology (woodwork), 1 926 (99.0 %)
of whom scored 30% or above.
•	
3 5 248 wrote computer applications technology,
33 340 (98.5%) of whom scored 30% or above.
•	323 wrote electrical technology (digital systems), 310
(96.0 %) of whom scored 30% or above.
•	938 wrote electrical technology (electronics),
907 (96.7 %) of whom scored 30% or above.
•	
4 796 wrote electrical technology (power systems),
4 583 (95.6 %) of whom scored 30% or above.
•	
3 851 wrote information technology, 3 569 (92.7%) of
whom scored 30% or above.
• 2 784 wrote mechanical technology (automotive), 2 657
(95.4%) of whom scored 30% or above.
•	
2 012 wrote mechanical technology (fitting and
machining), 1 966 (97.7 %) of whom scored 30% or
above.
•	
1 682 wrote mechanical technology (welding and
metal works), 1 552 (92.3 %) of whom scored 30% or
above.
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•	
10 862 wrote technical sciences 9 401 (86.5%) of
whom scored 30% or above.
•	
222 034 wrote maths, 121 179 (54.6%) of whom scored
30% or above.
•	
298 067 wrote maths literacy, 240 816 (80.6%) of whom
scored 30% or above.
•	
9 670 wrote technical maths, 4 125 (42.7%) of whom
scored 30% or above.
In 2018, the new maths-related subjects were introduced,
which broadened the base of the indicators. The sector
is nearing universal access to Grade R and planning for
the function shift of ECD from the Department of Social
Development to the DBE is progressing. Some 94.1%
of learners who were in Grade R in 2018 enrolled for
Grade 1 in 2019. Challenges remain in maths and science
standards. The problem of the ‘gap’ between schooling
completion and university preparedness is not new. Nor
are the solutions: South Africa has 30 years of interventions
aimed at addressing this problem. However, a critical look
at the high failure rates in these gateway courses (such
as mathematics, physics, statistics, economics) despite a
wide range of interventions suggest that the sector is not
doing as well as it should. This is among the factors that
prompted the HRD Council to appoint the MSSC.
DHET
Improve the supply of TVET and intermediate level
occupations that are in high demand
•	
510 565 qualifying TVET students obtained financial
assistance through NSFAS, which exceeded the 2019
target of 491 186.
•	
24 049 learners qualified as artisans, exceeding the
2020 target of 24 000, and the national pass rate is
70%, 5% above target.
Build strong linkages and relationships with employers in
the delivery of priority programmes
•	
81 651 learners accessed work-based learning (WBL)
through various SETAs.
•	
106 140 students enrolled for SETA occupational
programmes and partnerships such as learnerships
and apprenticeships through National Skills Fund
(NSF) funding, memoranda of agreement, MoUs,
accreditation support and placement of students,
institutional training and Unemployment Insurance
Fund funding.
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•	
4 192 TVET students placed through learnerships,
workplace learning and experience.
•	
1 593 of students placed by SETAs in various TVET
colleges completed their studies.
Ensure that the demand for skills is researched,
documented and communicated effectively to enable
improved supply and demand
•	
Final version of the ‘Skills supply and demand
in South Africa’ report produced and approved by
the Director-General for publication. Report was
published on DHET website on 31 March 2020.
•	
First draft conceptual framework developed on the
report for ‘Skills supply and demand’. Comments
provided on the draft and awaiting the second draft
from the University of Cape Town.
•	
156 reports published on companies partnered
with universities and TVET colleges on experiential
learning opportunities and job placement of competent
and qualified students.
All SETAs submit reports quarterly on the implementation
of the National Skills Development Strategy III

Some 55 678 apprenticeships,
learnerships and internship opportunities
were created.
The dtic
•	
18 master’s and 8 PhD students were fully funded or
co-funded in designated niche areas that support the
greening of society and the economy, and sustainable
development.
•	
32 public service staff attended industrial and
economic opportunities development programmes.
– Export promotion – 16
– Footwear design and manufacturing in China – 4
– Facilitating trade and investment in China – 2
– Knowledge and information management in
China – 5
– Seminar on pharmaceutical and medical
investment for South Africa – 5

DSI
Promote public engagement on science, technology
and innovation
•	
29 431 670 participated in DSI-supported science
awareness and engagement programmes. Most
participants in science festivals are learners. With
the DSI having entered into formal collaboration
agreements with provincial departments of education,
it has become easier to organise festivals.
Contribute to the development of representative,
high-level human capital able to pursue locally relevant,
globally competitive research and innovation activities
•	
8 632 pipeline postgraduate students (BTech, honours
and master’s students) awarded an annual bursary.
•	
2 991 PhD students from all universities awarded an
annual bursary.
•	
1 091 graduates and students placed in DSIfunded work preparation programmes in search for
extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) institutions.
Establish partnerships to enable research and innovation
and their conversion into commercially viable products,
processes and services.
•	
3 205 researchers awarded an annual research
grant through programmes managed by the National
Research Foundation (NRF). The target was underachieved by 29% (1 295). The drastic reduction in the
number of researchers supported is due to the revision
of the Rated Researchers Programme funding model.
Previously, the programme awarded grants annually
to all rated researchers for the duration of their
rating period. With the revised model, only P-rated
researchers receive annual grants, and those in other
rating categories receive once-off grants in the year in
which they are awarded their rating.
•	
77 research, innovation and science, technology and
innovation (STI) human capital development (HCD)
cooperation projects co-funded or supported in kind
by the DSI and at least one other African partner.
•	
7 255 research articles published by NRF-funded
researchers and cited in the Thomson Reuters Web
of Science Citation Database as reflected in the NRF
project report.
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•	
258 (against a target of 210) new disclosures reported
by 31 March 2020. This indicator shows an increase
in actionable disclosures received by publicly funded
institutions, which are reported to the National
Intellectual Property Management Office and could
be an indication that institutions are conducting more
output-driven research and development.
•	
67 trainees supported in intellectual property
and transfer areas attended training initiatives in
designated areas.
•	
Six knowledge products on innovation for inclusive
development published on DSI website by 31 March
2020.
•	
669 South African students participating in
international training programmes offering a
postgraduate qualification as part of cooperation
initiatives facilitated by the DSI.
•	
430 international partner organisations (i.e. legal
entities) collaborating with South African partners
within the formalised framework of collaborative
research, innovation or STI HCD projects counted as
part of cooperation initiatives facilitated by the DSI.
•	
15 dedicated international technical exchanges
undertaken to build or reinforce South Africa’s
capacities in key STI domains specifically referenced
in the DSI Strategic Plan.
Developed skills for the economy
•	
138 honours, master’s and doctoral students fully
funded or co-funded in designated niche areas
that support the green economy and sustainable
development and 301 postgraduate students (master’s
and doctoral) funded in designated areas.
•	
231 master’s and doctoral students fully funded or
co-funded in designated niche areas (advanced
manufacturing, aerospace, chemicals, mining,
advanced metals, information and communication
technologies, industry innovation programme and the
sector innovation fund).
•	
221 interns fully funded or co-funded in research and
development in design, manufacturing and product
development.
•	
57 industrial knowledge or innovation products added
to the industrial development intellectual property
portfolio.
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Provinces
The HRDPCF is a link between the HRDC and
provincial HRD activities. Currently, eight provinces have
established their provincial HRD councils: Eastern Cape,
Free State, KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo (relaunched on
13 March 2020), Northern Cape and Western Cape. The
Gauteng Provincial Council is still in the process of being
established.
The chairpersons of the provincial HRD councils are
premiers or Members of the Executive Council (MECs)
in education. The provincial HRD councils ensure that
provincial growth and development plans are aligned
to the HRD Strategy Towards 2030. The following
achievements are in response to the five programmes of
the HRD Strategy Towards 2030.

Western Cape
Western Cape Premier, Mr Alan Winde, is the Chairperson
of the Premier’s Council on Skills, which was launched on
6 June 2011.
The province’s achievements during the year under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
50 404 learners wrote matric examination in 2019,
21 981 (43.6%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass
rate.
•	
15 419 wrote mathematics and 8 110 (52.6%) achieved
a pass rate of 40% or above.
•	
9 982 wrote physical science and 6 283 (62.9%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
26 005 wrote life science and 12 124 (46.5%) achieved
40% or above.
•	
630 students wrote technology and 606 achieved 50%
or above.
•	
2 073 students wrote engineering and 1 827 achieved
50% or above.
The number of learners sitting for matric examinations
increased slightly from 48 867 in 2017 to 50 404 in
2018. The province did not reach its target of 25 000
bachelor passes during this reporting period. Ninety
lesson plans and teacher guides for specific topics
were developed based on the NSC diagnostic report
on the Covid-19 pandemic.
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•	
Three service level agreements (SLAs) were signed
between provincial departments and stakeholders
of ECD services. All registered ECD centres are
complying with norms and standards. Some 801
learners are placed at ECD centres, all receiving
subsidies from the Western Cape Education
Department and NSF.
TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
74 740 students were funded by NSFAS. Bursary
rules and guidelines changes, including the R350 000
income ceiling, assisted more returning students to
qualify. Changes in allowances have attracted more
applicants for funding.
•	
1 292 students qualified as artisans, with a pass rate
of 74%.
•	
33 587 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
•	
20 017 TVET students entered into learnerships, and
work learning and experience programmes, exceeding
the target of 13 066.
•	
4 596 unemployed youth accessed skills programmes
at community colleges, 2 742 rural and 1 607 urban
students.
•	
1 142 students placed by SETAs at TVET colleges
completed their studies.
Higher education and training, research
and innovation
•	
617 B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
bursaries.
•	
1 101 master’s students supported
•	
899 PhD students and 292 postdoctoral fellow
supported by DSI through NRF funding.
•	
1 036 researchers supported by NRF to conduct
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
Skills for the transformed society and the economy
using the workplace as a platform
•	
443 reports published on companies partnered
with universities and TVET colleges on experiential
learning opportunities and job placement of competent
and qualified students.
•	
All SETAs implementing skills systems.
•	
298 SMMEs run by women (160) and young
entrepreneurs.

Developmental/capable state
•	
6 40 apprenticeships, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
781 public servants completed compulsory induction
programme, with a number of lower-level employees
attending the public service induction programme on
levels 1 to 5.
•	
287 employees trained in administration.
•	
652 employees trained in management and leadership

Eastern Cape
The Secretariat of the Provincial HRD Council is the
Office of the Premier. The Chairperson is the MEC for
Education, Mr Fundile David Gale, who was appointed by
the Premier.
The province’s achievements during the year under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
63 198 learners wrote matric examination in 2019,
20 419 (32.3%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
36 270 wrote mathematics, 8 354 (23.7%) of whom
achieved a pass rare of 40% or above.
•	
23 703 wrote physical science and 10 540 (44.5%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
41 336 wrote life science and 19 863 (48.1%) achieved
40% or above.
The number of learners sitting for matric examinations
decreased from 67 648 in 2017 to 65 733 in 2018.
TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
6 4 551 TVET students funded by NSFAS, exceeding
the 2020 target of 98 234.
•	
971 students qualified as artisans.
•	
5 582 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
Higher education and training,
research and innovation.
•	
465 B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
bursaries.
•	
419 master’s students, 259 PhD students and 72
postdoctoral fellow supported by DSI through NRF
funding.
•	
208 researchers supported by NRF to conduct
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
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Northern Cape
The Northern Cape HRD Council (NCHRD) was
established on 2 March 2014 and is a multisectoral
advisory body of major stakeholders. It is chaired by the
Premier of the Province, Dr Zamani Saul.
The province’s achievements during the year under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
9 138 learners wrote matric examination in 2019,
2 769 (30.3%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
2 613 wrote mathematics and 898 (34.4%) achieved a
pass rare of 40% or above.
•	
2 111 wrote physical science and 937 (44.4%) achieved
40% or above.
•	
5 639 wrote life sciences and 1 866 (33.1%) achieved
40% or above.
A total of 9 909 learners wrote matric in 2018 compared
to 8 735 in 2017.
•	
331 SLAs signed between provincial departments
and stakeholders of ECD services. Some 316 ECD
centres are complying with norms and standards,
96 of which have fully registered and 220 conditionally
registered. Some 19 495 learners are placed at ECD
centres, below the target of 20 434, and 26 674 of the
target 31 303 learners are receiving subsidies.
TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
2 063 TVET students funded by NSFAS.
•	
327 students qualified as artisans.
•	
475 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
•	
6 40 TVET students entered into learnerships, and
work learning and experience programmes.
•	
1 208 unemployed learners placed on TVET
learnerships, including National Youth Development
Agency (NYDA) intake.
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Higher education and training, research
and innovation
•	
In quarter 1, 14% of the academic staff had PhDs,
which rose to 47% by quarter 4.
•	
Only 14 additional first-time entrants (black and/or
women) joined the academic workforce.
•	
266 unemployed learners awarded with bursaries for
undergraduate studies.
•	
Three B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
bursaries. Two master’s students and two PhD
students supported by DSI through NRF funding.
•	
Three researchers supported by NRF to conduct
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
•	
284 students graduated in initial teacher education
from universities.
Skills for the transformed society and the economy
using the workplace as a platform
•	
One framework approved for annual report on skills
supply and demand.
•	
889 annual reports produced on students who started
business ventures after receiving entrepreneurship
awareness and education: 134 are run by women and
young entrepreneurs and are supported by NYDA.
•	
2 054 employees trained in skills programmes and
awarded bursaries to further their studies.
Developmental/capable state
•	
3 370 unemployed youth placed through established
partnerships on learnerships, work-integrated learning
and internship programmes.
•	
8 4 unemployed learners completed learnerships and
internship programmes.
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Free State
The HRD Council for the Free State was established in
July 2014. The Chairperson is Tate Pule Herbert Isak
Makgoe, MEC of Education.
The province’s achievements during the year under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
25 572 learners wrote matric examination in 2019,
9 992 (39.1%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
9 886 wrote mathematics and 4 445 (45.0%) achieved
40% or above.
•	
7 889 wrote physical science and 6 527 (81.7%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
12 818 wrote life science and 7 339 (80.5%) achieved
40% or above.
The province recorded a high number of learners
(25 130) who wrote matric in 2018 compared to 24 914
who wrote in 2017.
•	
9 0% of ECD centres are complying with norms
and standards. Some 52 506 learners are placed
at ECD centres, against a target of 53 785, and
78 624 learners are receiving subsidies, against a
target of 85 420.
TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
46 574 students funded by NSFAS.
•	
825 students qualified as artisans.
•	8 622 students accessed WBL.
•	
516 students entered into learnerships, and work
learning and experience programmes.
•	
182 students placed by SETAs at TVET colleges
completed their studies.
Higher education and training, research
and innovation
•	
58 B-Tech and honours students supported through
provincial department bursaries and Office of the
Premier bursary schemes. One master’s student and
two PhD students supported.
•	
393 B-Tech and honours students were awarded NRF
bursaries.
•	
162 masters, 79 PhD and 11 postdoctoral fellows
supported by DSI through NRF funding.

•	
164 researchers supported by NRF to conduct
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
•	
Four students graduated in natural and physical
sciences, seven with doctoral degrees and 743 in
initial teacher education from universities.
Developmental/capable state
•	
150 people placed through established partnerships.
•	
1 397 apprenticeships, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
556 public servants completed compulsory induction
programme and 224 trained in breaking-barrier-toentry programme.
•	
484 public servants trained in administration, one in
management and 91 in leadership.
•	
31 Office of the Premier officials enrolled in National
Qualifications Framework level 5 public administration
recognition of prior learning learnerships as the
first pilot project for the Free State Training and
Development Institute.

KwaZulu-Natal
The KwaZulu-Natal HRD Council was established in
terms of KwaZulu-Natal Executive Council Resolution
No 311 of 19 September 2012. The Chairperson is the
Premier of the Province, Mr Sihle Zikalala.
The Provincial Artisan Development Steering Committee
has been re-established and hosted the National Artisan
Development Conference on 4 and 5 December 2019
at Durban International Convention Centre under the
theme ‘Implementing the National Artisan Apprenticeship
Development Strategy’. The conference invited key
speakers with experience in implementing TVET reforms,
attracting local and international speakers to present and
participate in a plenary and breakaway sessions.
The National Artisan Career Festival was held alongside
the conference and addressed the stigma related to
artisan careers and lack of workplaces for artisan learner
workplace learning. The festival provided information
on artisan careers and possible career projections, a
recruitment platform for employers and an environment
for skills development partners to network and partner
with industry. It focused particularly on future skills and
the inclusion of artisans in the formalised curricula and
education systems.
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The province’s achievements during the year under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
116 937 learners wrote the matric examination in 2019,
38 571 (33.2%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
57 882 wrote mathematics and 28 065 (48.5%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
39 499 wrote physical science and 29 533 (74.8%)
achieved 40% or above.
• 70 958 wrote life sciences and 36 454 (51.4%) achieved
40% or above.
The number of learners sitting for the matric examination
decreased from 124 317 in 2017 to 116 152 in 2018.
Nevertheless, the province achieved its 2020 target of
33 000 bachelor passes during this reporting period.
•	
Data-sharing arrangement made with the provincial
Department of Social Development to source
validated data on government-funded ECD centres
in the province. Staff attrition in the department has
resulted in a gap in access to ECD-related data.
TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
129 746 TVET students funded by NSFAS, exceeding
the 2020 target of 98 234.
•	
3 808 students qualified as artisans against the target
of 1 500.
•	
15 353 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
•	
13 344 TVET students entered into learnerships, and
work learning and experience programmes.
Higher education and training, research
and innovation
•	
24% of academic staff have PhD qualifications.
•	
9 07 B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
bursaries.
•	
530 masters’ students, 404 PhD students and
64 postdoctoral fellows supported by DSI through
NRF funding.
•	
3 40 researchers supported by NRF to conduct
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
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The province is experiencing challenges in collecting
information from higher education institutions (HEIs) and
as a result, the provincial Executive Council Lekgotla
tasked the Provincial Council and Action Work Group 7 to
establish partnerships with provincial HEIs. Subsequently,
a cooperation agreement was signed with Durban
University of Technology, followed by negotiations and inprinciple agreements about data sharing and an address
to the executive management of HEIs on the HRD Strategy
Towards 2030 and the Provincial Growth and Development
Strategy. A management commitment has been made by
Durban University of Technology to grant viewing rights
of databases containing data on which the Secretariat is
expected to report. In addition, Mangosuthu University of
Technology, University of Zululand, University of KwaZuluNatal and the Association of Private Providers have been
consulted.
Skills for the transformed society and the economy
using workplace as a platform
•	
Two annual reports were produced on skills demand
and the extent of engagement with publications and
their use in decision making.
•	
All SETAs are implementing the skills system.
•	
408 SMMEs are run by women and young
entrepreneurs.
Developmental/capable state
•	
About 550 staff members audited to strengthen the
system for the development of technical skills.
•	
4 937 apprenticeships, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
Moses Kotane Institute currently designing a tool for
auditing priority economic sector businesses for skills
in demand.
•	
27 senior managers trained by the KwaZulu-Natal
Provincial Public Service Training Academy on
compulsory induction programme.
•	
136 employees trained in leadership and management.
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North West
North West HRDC was established on 20 September
2018. The Chairperson is the Premier of the Province,
Dr Job Makgoro.
The province’s achievements during the year under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
26 819 learners wrote matric examinations in 2019,
9 964 (32.5%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
10 323 wrote mathematics and 4 097 (40.0%) achieved
40% or above. The performance of learners in maths
remains a challenge. The Officer of the Premier,
North West Department of Education and Department
of Public Works and Infrastructure have designed a
programme to improve school maths and science in
the province.
•	
6 939 wrote physical science and 3 679 (53.9%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
15 400 wrote life sciences and 7 398 (48.0%) achieved
40% or above.
The number of learners sitting the matric examinations
dropped from 10 232 in 2017 to 9 083 in 2018.
Nevertheless, the province achieved its target of 29%
bachelor passes during this reporting period.
•	
1 200 learners participated in science awareness and
engagement programmes.
•	68 SLAs signed between provincial departments and
stakeholders of ECD services. Some 97.3% of learners
enrolled in Grade R passed. Eighty registered ECD
centres are complying with norms and standards,
against a target of 56.

Higher education and training, innovation
and research
•	
82 B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
bursaries.
•	
133 master’s students, 120 PhD students and
27 postdoctoral fellows supported by DSI through
NRF funding.
•	
155 researchers supported by NRF to conduct
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
Skills for the transformed society and economy
using the workplace as a platform
•	
Three annual reports produced on partnerships
established to facilitate placement of learners for workintegrated learning and provision of exit opportunities
for competent graduates.
•	
67 annual reports produced on students who started
business ventures after receiving entrepreneurship
awareness and education.
•	
227 SMMEs run by women and young entrepreneurs.
•	
2 010 candidates considered for continuous
professional development, 1 653 of whom attended
skills programmes, with 457 completing different
academic programmes via a bursary scheme.
Developmental/capable state
•	
39 people placed through established partnerships.
•	
1 831 apprenticeships, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
740 unemployed youth trained in breaking-barrier-toentry programme.
•	
2 760 public servants trained in administration, 84 in
management and 208 in leadership.

TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
37 762 TVET students funded by NSFAS.
•	
1 083 students qualified as artisans.
•	
1 440 learners accessed WBL through various SETAs.
•	
1 243 TVET students entered into learnerships, and
work learning and experience programmes.
•	
265 unemployed youth accessed skills programme in
community colleges.
•	
1 429 students placed by SETA at TVET colleges
completed their studies.
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Gauteng
Gauteng Province hosted the 20th Public Sector Trainers’
Forum conference from 7 to 9 October 2019 at Gallagher
Convention Centre, Midrand under the theme ‘Enabling
Vision 2030 through HRD: Training and development
for socio-economic impact’. The main purpose of
the conference was to inaugurate the new Advisory
Committee members. The conference also provided a
platform for delegates to interrogate critical enablers to
enhance productivity in the public sector. It also exposed
HRD practitioners to best practices through case studies
from local, regional and international organisations.
The HRDC is also a member of the forum.
Foundation education with science,
technology, engineering, maths, languages
and life orientation/skills
•	
97 829 learners wrote matric examinations in 2019,
43 494 (44.5%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
35 279 wrote mathematics and 16 891 (47.9%) achieved
40% or above.
•	
25 765 wrote physical science and 13 306 (46.0%)
achieve 40% or above.
•	
46 850 wrote life sciences and 26 165 (55.8%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
2 212 of 3 538 teachers (62.5%) of teachers are
competent in STEM; 704 teachers attended maths
and maths literacy training, and 1 508 attended
science-related training.
•	
927 ECD centres are complying with norms and
standards; 133 089 learners are receiving ECD centre
subsidies and 210 068 learners are placed at ECD
centres.
TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
92 395 TVET students funded by NSFAS.
•	
10 238 students qualified as artisans, with a pass rate
of 46.9%.
•	
17 542 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
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Higher education and training,
research and innovation
•	
48% of academic staff have PhD qualifications.
•	
5 017 bursaries offered to students by Gauteng City
Region Academy.
•	
11 720 B-Tech and honours students awarded
bursaries; and 10 982 master’s students, 7 802 PhD
students and 1 838 postdoctoral students supported
through funding by different provincial departments.
•	
1 249 B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
skills bursaries; and 1 212 master’s students, 833 PhD
students and 214 postdoctoral fellows supported by
DSI through NRF funding.
•	
2 394 graduates and students placed in DSI-funded
work preparation programmes in SETI institutions.
•	
9 270 students graduated in engineering sciences,
3 347 with doctoral degrees, 28 408 in initial teacher
education from universities and 6 638 with research
master’s graduates.
•	
7 057 research students supported by government
departments and 1 220 research students supported
through NRF funding.
•	
10 articles published in publications accredited by
International Scientific Indexing (ISI) by 2019.
Developmental/capable state
•	
1 608 of apprenticeship, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
2 127 public servants trained in compulsory induction
programme. Training of 1 293 (levels 1 to 12) employees
facilitated by Gauteng City Region Academy (GCRA),
training of 684 employees facilitated by National
School of Government and 150 senior managers
trained.
•	
2 689 public servants trained in administration,
534 public servants in adult education and training
(AET) facilitated by GCRA; 313 public servants on
AET learnerships and 3 875 public servants in generic
training.
•	
3 996 public servants trained in management and
leadership programmes.
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Mpumalanga
The Chairperson of the Mpumalanga Provincial HRDC
is the MEC for Education, Mr Bonakele Majuba. The
Provincial HRDC was established in August 2016.
Mpumalanga Department of Education hosted the fifth
Annual OR Tambo Maths, Science and Technology
Academy celebration on 28 October 2019, held in
conjunction with the 102nd birthday celebration of Oliver
Tambo. The CEO of OR Tambo Foundation, Zengeziwe
Msimang, MEC Majuba, representatives from DBE, the
HRDC Secretariat, the mining sector and Emalahleni
Local Municipality toured the institution, observing
a live broadcast of mathematics to 6 000 learners at
89 schools. The event was also attended by several
learners from mathematics, science and technology
schools who also attended science and mathematics
lessons as part of the institution’s celebration.
The province’s achievements during the period under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
43 559 learners wrote matric examinations in 2019,
14 228 (32.7%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
22 621 wrote mathematics and 7 289 (32.2%) achieved
40% or above.
•	
19 679 wrote physical science and 9 479 (48.2%)
achieved 40% or above.
• 29 656 wrote life sciences and 14 466 (48.4%) achieved
40% or above.
The number of learners sitting for matric examinations
decreased from 48 483 in 2017 to 44 612 in 2018. The
province did not achieve its target of 34% bachelor
passes during this reporting period.
•	
72% of teachers are competent in STEM; and
15 325 participants attended science, technology,
engineering, maths and language awareness and
engagement programmes.
•	
1 022 SLAs signed between provincial departments
and stakeholders of ECD services; 93% of learners
enrolled in Grade R and passed; 90% of registered
ECD centres complying with norms and standards;
61 000 learners receiving subsidies and 81 124
learners placed in ECD centres.

TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
21 728 TVET students funded by NSFAS.
•	
2 301 students qualified as artisans, with a 51% pass
rate.
•	
3 669 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
•	
1 314 TVET students entered into learnerships, and
work learning and experience programmes.
•	
201 students placed by SETAs at TVET colleges
completed their studies.
Higher education and training, research
and innovation
•	
49.6% of academic staff have PhD qualifications.
•	
Only five additional first-time entrants (black and/or
women) joined the academic workforce.
•	
61 B-Tech and honours students awarded bursaries;
14 master’s students, 15 PhD students and six
postdoctoral fellows supported by funding from
provincial government departments.
•	
Nine B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
bursaries; and one master’s and one PhD student
supported by DSI through NRF funding.
•	
Eight research students supported for expansion of
research relevant to the needs of the economy.
•	
99 students graduated in initial teacher education
from universities.
Skills for a transformed society and the economy
using the workplace as a platform
•	
33 reports published on companies partnered with
universities and TVET colleges on experiential
learning opportunities and job placement of competent
and qualified students.
•	
All SETAs are implementing the skills system.
Developmental/capable state
•	
25 systems strengthened for developing technical
skills.
•	
512 people placed through established partnerships.
•	
99 apprenticeships, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
434 public servants trained on compulsory induction
programme and 56 on breaking-barrier-to-entry
programme.
•	
112 public servants trained in administration, 123 in
management and 123 in leadership.
•	
650 public service staff attending industrial and
economic opportunities development programme.
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Limpopo
The Limpopo HRD Council (LHRDC) is chaired by the
Premier, Mr Stanley Mathabatha. LHRDC was launched
in March 2015 and held its inaugural meeting relaunch
on 13 March 2020 to introduce Council members to each
other and to orientate them on the work and functions of
the Council.
The province’s achievements during the period under
review were as follows:
Foundation education with science, technology,
engineering, maths, languages and life
orientation/skills
•	
70 847 learners wrote matric examinations in 2019,
19 022 (26.8%) of whom achieved a bachelor pass.
•	
3 4 148 wrote mathematics and 11 038 (32.3%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
28 991 wrote physical science and 20 813 (72.0%)
achieved 40% or above.
•	
52 377 learners wrote life sciences and 21 761 (41.5%)
achieved 40% or above.
The number of learners sitting for matric examinations
decreased from 83 228 in 2017 to 76 730 in 2018.
The number writing mathematics, life sciences and
physical science is also decreasing year on year.
Nevertheless, the province achieved its target of 24%
bachelor passes during this reporting period.
•	
45 000 learners attended science programmes,
1 700 attended technology engagement programmes,
12 000
attended
mathematics
engagement
programmes and 45 000 attended mathematics
programmes.
•	
2 136 SLAs signed between provincial departments
and stakeholders of ECD services; 97.3% of learners
enrolled in Grade R and passed; and 96.6% of
registered ECD centres complying with norms and
standards. In quarter 1, 92 840 learners receiving
subsidies, in quarter 2 101 904; in quarter 3 101 147
and in quarter 4 88 248. A total of 181 827 learners
placed at ECD centres in quarter 1, 176 147 in quarters
2 and 3 and 190 874 by quarter 4. Improvement in the
district service delivery model is yielding favourable
results. Bojanala District was ranked sixth in the
national matric results out of 85 districts.
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TVET and the rest of the college system
•	
72 217 TVET students funded by NSFAS.
•	
1 049 students qualified as artisans.
•	
15 353 learners accessed WBL through SETAs.
•	
8 216 TVET students entered learnerships, and work
learning and experience programmes.
•	
214 unemployed youth accessed skills programmes
at community colleges in quarter 1, and from quarters
2 to 4, 5 450 youth.
•	
2 454 students placed by SETAs at TVET colleges
completed their studies.
Higher education and training, research
and innovation
•	
In quarter 2, 44.2% of academic staff had PhD
qualifications, with the number increasing to 46% in
quarters 3 and 4.
•	
Only seven additional first-time entrants (black and/or
women) joined the academic workforce.
•	
3 49 B-Tech and honours students awarded NRF
scarce skills bursaries; and 215 master’s students,
78 PhD students and 10 postdoctoral fellows
supported by DSI through NRF funding.
•	
36 staff members supported through the university
capacity development grant to pursue their master’s
studies.
•	
10 PhD students supported through NRF scarce skills
bursaries and nine postdoctoral fellows supported.
•	
29 interns placed at University of Venda through
DSI-funded work preparation programmes in SETI
institutions.
•	
33 students graduated in engineering sciences,
1 904 in natural and physical sciences, 714 with
doctoral degrees, 2 250 in initial teacher education
from universities and 1 069 in master’s.
•	
Seven research students supported by research and
publication funds, niche and non-niche areas.
•	
176.19 output units produced in ISI-accredited
publications.
•	
Five new disclosures reported by publicly funded
institutions.
•	
Three trainees supported in intellectual property
and technology transfer by the Department of Food
Science and Technology and during the STEP maths
programme.
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•	
Three students (staff members) participating in
the staff PhD capacity enhancement programme
facilitated by the South African Technology Network
in partnership with DHET and Tshwane University of
Technology.
•	
Two new technology products, processes and/
or services developed by the Department of Food
Science and Technology and disclosed within office
of technology transfer applications.
•	
The province is filing a provisional patent for the
following inventions: Geophagic bars and bags, and
instant moringa porridge. Substantive examination
request submitted to ENSafrica to initiate substantive
examination for defluoridation treatment, Aripo patent
application.

Skills for the transformed society and economy using
the workplace as a platform
•	
Three annual reports produced on students
who started business ventures after receiving
entrepreneurship awareness and education. The
Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services
SETA supported three new SMMEs.
•	
2 015 SMMEs run by women and young entrepreneurs.
•	
536 internal bursaries offered to employees for
personal development.
•	
All SETAs are implementing skills systems.
Developmental/capable state
•	
50 systems strengthened for developing technical
skills.
•	
2 273 people placed through established partnerships.
•	
3 387 apprenticeships, learnerships and internship
opportunities created in the public service.
•	
1 247 public servants trained on compulsory induction
programme and 48 in breaking-barrier-to-entry
programme.
•	
9 858 public servants trained in administration, 9 035
in management and 1 610 in leadership.
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW
The NSF funds the work of the HRDC and
Duja Consulting is currently managing the funds.

WAY
FORWARD
Implementing agencies and government departments
have made great progress in the implementation of
the HRD Strategy Towards 2030. In spearheading this
implementation, the Secretariat will continue to provide
high-quality work on behalf of the HRD Council.
The global outlook of the HRDC will expand to integrate
benchmarking of its functioning against the performance
of similar councils in the Southern African Development
Community and beyond.
Research on the nature and extent of partnerships
between education and industry will play an important role
going forward. Partnerships are necessary in any society

to address challenges, provide support to institutions
and industry, and facilitate knowledge-transfer activities
through innovative approaches to skills development that
lead to absorption of new graduates in industry.
The global outbreak of coronavirus during the last months
of the financial year demonstrates the magnitude of new
socio-economic challenges ahead for all constituencies
of the HRDC. For economic growth to be maintained,
different priorities are addressed through partnerships
that have sustainable capacity to provide high-quality
education, which, in turn, produces high-quality graduates.
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LIST OF
ACRONYMS
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AET

Adult Education and Training

CoP

Community of Practices

DBE

Department of Basic Education

DHET

Department of Higher Education and Training

DPME

Department of Performance, Monitoring and Evaluation

DPSA

Department of Public Service and Administration

DSI

Department of Science and Innovation

The dtic

Department of Trade, Industry and Competition

ECD

Early childhood development

EXCO

Executive Committee

GIZ

Deutsche Gesellsshaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit

HCD

Human capital development

HEI

Higher education institution

HRD

Human resource development

HRDC

Human Resource Development Council of South Africa

HRDPCF

Human Resource Development Provincial Coordination Forum

MEC

Members of the Executive Council

MoU

Memorandum of understanding

MSSC

Maths and Science Standing Committee

NDP

National Development Plan

NECT

National Education Collaboration Trust

NPC

National Planning Commission

NRF

National Research Foundation

NSC

National Senior Certificate

NSF

National Skills Fund

NSFAS

National Student Financial Aid Scheme
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NYDA

National Youth Development Agency

PhD

Doctor of Philosophy

PrimTEd

Primary Teacher Education Project

PSC

Public Service Commission

SCSC

Summit Content Standing Committee

SETAs

Sector Education Training and Authority

SLA

Service level agreement

SMME

Small, medium and micro enterprise

STEM

Science, technology, engineering and mathematics

TVET

Technical and Vocational Education and Training

WBL

Work-based learning

WESC

Worker Education Standing Committee
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